to hide our shame and guilt for our unspoken complicity in the public shaming of her son. We were berated both by the Monto residents for demonizing their neighborhood and the Community Watch for not doing our civic duty to rid the city of this filth. Did we feel responsible or guilty for the people in this world, or for our own impotence in the face of a personally dangerous situation?
The actors had the rigorous task of both creating a world based on the historical, environmental mythos of the area and including the audience in their actions. They successfully integrated the audience into the environment while improvising according to real-time reactions: for example, if an audience member refused to record the beating scene on the iPhone, the assailants threatened to do worse to the victim and his family; if you ignored the sexual advances of a particularly deranged prostitute in the heroin house, she thrashed around in an attempt to gain attention. Lloyd Cooney's performance in the apartment was particularly effective as the vile pimp whose violent outbursts kept audience members in check. The perpetuation of the sex trade within the flat crossed generations, from the young girl to her older, prostituted sister (Una Kavanagh) and the beaten mother. I felt a desire to help these people, but found that at each turn, the Community Watch dogged my steps and pushed me toward the social expectations of right and wrong-and the people living in Monto were the bad guys.
The Boys of Foley Street thus presented a testament to the difficulty not only of living in the area, but also the social ineptitude of those who simply follow the hegemonic order in Ireland. Lowe's vision imbued each encounter with the complexities of social outreach while also giving voice to the otherwise marginalized community. The script was a living organism that changed based on the participants' interactions with the individual performers.
Each audience member's experience was one of complicity, interaction, and collaboration, even if the communal act came from confrontation. The proximity and intensity with which audience and performers engaged the history of the place and people effectively eliminated passive voyeuristic audience roles to create awareness of the lived situation in the area-a reality that challenged representations constructed by the media and politicians. This style of sociopolitical engagement with an area and its history has been used in Ireland to give voice to this shunned community, and others around the world would do well to take note of its power and effect. Near the end of act 1 of Holding the Man, the character of Tim asks his teenage lover, John, to marry him. After a pregnant pause, Tim dissolves into a fit of laughter at the utter ridiculousness of the proposal. This is, after all, 1970s Australia, when the concept of marriage equality was as distant and exotic as the antipodean continent was to the rest of the Western world. Even today, LaBoite Theatre Company's production of Australia's most iconic gay love story strikes a resonant chord, as gay marriage continues to be venomously debated in the conservative state of Queensland and HIV infection rates rise alarmingly among Australia's gay male population under age 30.
NELSON BARRE
Written by Tommy Murphy, Holding the Man is the 2005 adaptation of Tim Conigrave's 1995 memoir tracing his twenty-year relationship with John Caleo. Narrated by the character of Tim and relayed in episodes of lyrical memory, the play unfolds over two acts, from the couple's meeting until death. Love begins between the unlikely pair at Xavier College in Melbourne, where Tim is a lively, overly dramatic theatre geek and John is the handsome captain of the "footy" team. In fact, the title of the play comes from the game of Australian-rules football, which defines "holding the man" as a transgression that incurs a penalty. For Tim and John, their initial penalty comes in the form of oppression from a society with concrete normative expectations, and in both the memoir and the play, the final penalty comes as the tragic deaths of both men from AIDS-related complications after a capricious stab at the game of a partnered life.
Stephen Murray and Eric O'Brien in a street scene from The Boys of Foley Street.
(Photo: Pat Redmond.)
Although the play's narrative is set primarily in the disco-drenched carnival of 1970s gay liberation and the dour 1980s, the company successfully employed the Brechtian concept of historification to link the past and present as a form of political commentary. Tim, the main character, was presented as a fabled and uniquely Australian "larrikin" figure by using Brechtian conventions of narration and expositional commentary. Loosely defined as a mischievous and nonconformist though charmingly charismatic youth, the larrikin is commonly seen as a character embodying a distinctly Australian form of heterosexual masculinity. At LaBoite, Tim was transformed into a sort of queer Mack the Knife for a modern Australian audience, although notably without an interventional resolution at the conclusion. I was struck by the fact that the production challenged a traditional definition of the archetype, bravely inviting a new queerer reading of the larrikin as a postmodern national icon. Director David Berthold drew upon other Brechtian elements in the acting, metatheatricality, setting, and staging. Using an ensemble cast in multiple roles, he staged the play without a fourth wall, with fragmentary though highly symbolic costumes and set pieces to represent changes in location, as well as the passage of time.
Combining the artist/jock binary with the real Tim Conigrave, who was a trained actor and passionate about the theatre, Berthold's metatheatricality provided the conceptual and aesthetic lynchpin of the performance. His presentational staging allowed the audience to stand outside of the narrative, forcing us to consider the emotional stakes of the narrative without becoming overwhelmed by its tragic elements. Berthold cast six celebrated actors (Jerome Meyer, Alec Snow, Eugene Gilfedder, Jai Higgs, Helen Howard, and Lauren Jackson) as an ensemble embodying dozens of characters who seamlessly transitioned among gender, age, and sexuality through precise though fluidly gestic movements. The production was a lively game of visible dress-up that signposted the passage of time with camp-infused period garments and accessories. The tongue-in-cheek use of wigs designed by Micka Agosta, for example, was particularly effective in portraying the humorously outlandish hairstyles of the 1970s and '80s. Passing time was also marked by Basil Hogios's sound design, which relied heavily upon period pop anthems, from Donna Summer to Depeche Mode. This convention successfully contributed to the Brechtian nature of the production by embodying what the German playwright referred to as "excluding the engendering of illusion." The highly episodic representation of both temporality and character development came across as joltingly symbolic and playfully queer, allowing the character of Tim to retain his youthful appearance as a marker of his larrikin spirit even as he aged and matured. It also presented an affectively theatrical version of queer expression during the 1970s that was contrasted against the dismal and culturally disruptive onset of HIV/AIDS in 1981.
Brian Thompson composed his simple stage design with a dozen vanity mirror-inspired frames surrounded by Edison-style light bulbs. This theatreinspired element worked beautifully to "frame" key moments in the plot. Because Holding the Man is a play based on memory, Thompson's design highlighted how Tim performed himself at significant points during his life with John, and thereafter how he chose to nostalgically construct the memories of those events. This convention was most successfully applied to the character of John, who became strikingly saint-like when framed onstage as an objective representation of Tim's love, as well as a martyr to his infidelity. The mirrors further forced us, the collective audience, to confront our own reflections during the most intimate moments of human experience: love, sex, heartbreak, death, and grief. Thus the stage design extended the narrative beyond the ensemble and challenged each audience member to consider his or her own position and subsequent agency within the context of the AIDS pandemic and the struggle for LGBT equality on the world stage.
Beyond its universal appeal, Holding the Man invoked a distinct sense of Australianness through the character of Tim as a larrikin figure for the modern age. A unique product of Australia's early days as a penal colony, the larrikin's disregard for authority was a reaction to corrupt colonial regulation. The larrikin is also associated with a form of male-tomale loyalty, or "mateship," and a resultant youth culture with roots in a convict society that was homosocial, if not openly homosexual. Although Tim does not necessarily fit the stereotypical masculinist traits of folkloric larrikins that make up the very fabric of Australian culture, his radical insistence on challenging the status quo presented a compelling queer version of the traditional figure. Although Tim's rebellious spirit and angst could be associated with adolescence across cultures, Murphy highlights Tim's distinct Australianness by including cultural references, iconic locations (the bush, the beach, the footy field, and Sydney Harbor), and Strine expressions like "mate." (Strine is the Australian dialect supposedly derived from saying "Australian" through closed teeth.)
Berthold extended this perspective in his directorial vision, ensuring that the production was as distinctly Australian as it was Brechtian in character. In performance, the convention of employing nationalistic references inspired a sense of place and community for the local audience. The press materials surrounding the production cleverly cast an ironic shadow of queer larrikinism on contemporary gay politics in Queensland. The poster, which featured Meyer affectionately embracing Snow, is a near copy of a now notorious 2010 safe-sex campaign from the Queensland Association for Healthy Communities that was banned and removed from public bus stops when it was deemed inappropriate for families with "traditional" values.
LaBoite's Brecht-inspired production of Holding the Man was most effective in its attempt to make a place where Brisbane's young gay community could connect as part of a historical legacy in considering unforeseen challenges of identifying as queer in the twenty-first century. By combining larrikinism as a form of nonconformist intervention with distinctly Australian tropes, the play maintained political relevance as a collective space for a younger generation to gather, reflect, and discuss. The concept was solidified by an onsite custom-designed lounge and bar, a charming throwback to the genesis of gay community-formation when Tim and John still danced, loved, and lived in the gay bars of Sydney's Surry Hills and AIDS did not exist. First-time playwright Susan Felder's Wasteland fits squarely with TimeLine Theatre's mission to stage historically inspired plays that resonate with contemporary social and political topics. Depicting the story of two fictional prisoners of war in Vietnam, this production incorporated an extensive program backstory guide and lobby display, detailed construction of an underground prison cell, and affecting performances immersed in psychological realism. Felder's emotional script uses the trope of imprisonment and events borrowed from the Vietnam War to explore human connection and its potential to overcome personal differences, a theme that TimeLine mobilized to reflect on the polarization of the United States's current political climate. In its attention to verisimilitude and the creation of a nearly hyper-realistic atmosphere, Wasteland also raised questions about the use of traumatic historical events in artistic representation. How do artists negotiate ambiguous boundaries between the inspiration and exploitation of real-life experiences? What does it mean for a civilian playwright to imagine a POW's story and for audiences to soak in this suffering while commending the performers on their excellent acting? TimeLine's compelling production illustrated the difficulties inherent in representing painful histories in artistic contexts.
SEAN f. EDGECOMB
The production underscored the play's theme of the necessity of human connection by exploiting the audience's dread of isolation within a gritty, naturalistic setting. Ominously, Felder's script established early on that Joe's (Nate Burger) first neighboring cellmate hung himself, abandoning Joe to indefinite solitary confinement until the arrival of Riley (Steve Haggard). Only the character of Joe was visible for the length of the play. Although Joe spoke with Riley, the two men never saw each other, and Riley remained a disembodied voice throughout the performance. Wasteland's program emphasized the highly restrictive, inhumane treatment that real soldiers experience as prisoners of war, and the cramped stage fully realized these conditions within TimeLine's already intimate theatre. At stage right, a small portion of stone and dirt floor delineated the boundaries of the underground prison, with an opening in the earth above partially constructed overhead, with light and branches descending from the hole. A few wooden boards protruded from the textured dirt walls, and the use of a fog machine added to the claustrophobia of the space. Muddy water pooled on the uneven cell floor, replenished during the production by an onstage rainstorm. A wooden box and a large boulder functioned as additional set pieces, and a filthy, thoroughly wet blanket rested in the corner. Nearly every element of the set functioned as material for Joe's self-care or survival. Separated from Joe within the small space of the theatre and totally isolated from Riley, the audience thus found itself immersed in the physical, social, and psychological world of the prisoners' experience.
Director William Brown's staging echoed the claustrophobic realism of the set design. Like the Tim (Alec Snow) dances his way into the 1980s bar scene in Sydney, Australia, in Holding the Man.
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